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Mind-Drug Tests a Federal Project for Almost 25 Years
By JOSEPH B. TREASTER
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LSD MAYBE HELPFUL IN TRBA TING ALCHOLICS 

SHERIDAN, Wyo., (APj-- The controve r s ial drug LSD may be 

beneficial in treating alcoholis:::.ri,. according to a psychologist who 

experimented with its use at the Veterans Administration Hospital here. 

"But I don't think it ever was given' a really good test," said 

Dr. Milan Tomsovic, Chief of Psychology at the hospital. 

Tomsovic said he and Dr. Robert Edwards, a psychiatrist on 

the hospital's alcoholism unit, administered the drug' to 75 patients 

between June 1965 and January 1967. 

Tomsovic said each of the patients consented to participate in 

the program and each was gi ve n only one dose of LSD under tightly 

controlled conditions. 

The two published an article of their experiments in the 

December 1970 Quarterly Issue of the Journal in Studies in Alcohol, 

Tomsovic said. 

"The general conclusions were that people did benefit in terms 

of having a lower alcohol intake in fol.l ow-up years, II he said, "but the 

experiments were not so impressive that we wanted to incorporate' them 

into our program." Tomsovic said the p rograrn at the hospital he re 

was discontinued chiefly because of its high cost. 

He said about 20 per cent of the patients given LSD d.id.nt t use 
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alcohol for a year afte r, and improvement of about 8 to 10 pe:t:' cent 

f rorn the normal. 

\, 

Tomsovic said there wez-e no part'ICular problems with arry of i. 

the patients who were given the LSD, liThe most severe case was a 

man who got anxious and checked back into the hospital," he said, 
" -

"But that mayor may not have been attributable to LSD, 

"Personally I am' sad that the research (using LSD to combat 

alcoholism) has stopped, II Tomsovic said, lilt has a very prof ound 

effect on the nervous system and makes a person pe~r~petive to new 

learning experiences when combined with cycle therapy, " 

Tomsovic said that the drug had been used at other VA hospitals 

for treatment of alcoholism, most notably at the hospital in Topeka, 

Kansas, but 'that he understood no VA hospitals cur re ntly we re using 

the drug. 
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USE OF LSD IS CONFIRMED
 

SHERIDAN- -At least one Fede ral gove r nment installation
 

has used LSD on an experimental basis.
 

Head Nurse, Bod Felde, .confirmed Monday th,atSheridan
 

Veterans Administration Hospital used the drug in its alcohol
 

rehabilitation program "8 or .10 years ago lIon an experimental
 

basis and "with the full consent" of the patients invoived.. :'
 

The hospital spoke srnant a rconfi r-mat'ion comes after the Armyls 

announcement· recently that it used LSD experimentally in the late 

1960's on Green Beret volunteers to deterrrdne if the drug would 

weaken the will of prisoners being questioned on military matters. 

Felde said the Sheridan hospital's research program was written 

up in such professional publications as the Journal of Alcoholic Studies. 

The program was eventually dropped after it was determined that the 

drug does not have a deterrent effect on the "cycle" of alcoholism,
' .. 

he said. 

...1" ...1.. 
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